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YY--1100 IINNCCOONNTTIINNEENNCCEE SSLLIIPP

The slip is made from water-proof oil-cloth, crimping elastic bands are sewed
to the waist and thigh sections. Its is used on incontinent children, paralytic and
bedridden patients.

YY--1111 IINNCCOONNTTIINNEENNCCEE SSLLIIPP WWIITTHH VVEELLCCRROO

The  incontinence slip with velcro is produced like a diaper from a water-proof
oilcloth. Closure is accomplished by velcros at the right and left. Its is used for 
incontinent children, paralytic and bedridden patients and women
who menstruate often.

YY--1122 WWAATTEERR--PPRROOOOFF  SSHHEEEETT FFOORR PPAATTIIEENNTTSS

The sheet is made by lining the 0.5 cm thick sponge with water-proof special cloth. Its all edges are hemmed by a
crimped rubber. 120cm x 90cm. It is used for bed protection of urine and blood.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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YY--1144 MMEENNSSTTRRUUAATTIIOONN SSLLIIPP 

The  incontinence slip with velcro is produced like a diaper from a water-proof
oilcloth. Closure is accomplished by velcros at the right and left. Its is used for
women who menstruate often.

YY--1133 CCOOLLOOSSTTOOMMYY AAPPPPAARRAATTUUSS

It is designed for the patients, who have colostomy operation, to
get them to eliminate their toilet needs easily and used by getting
worn on the waist, can  be adjusted for a custom fit by the elastic
bands attached to the buckles. It is easy to find the bags for the
apparatus and they are cheap so that the use of the apparatus is
economical.

YY--1155 TTRRAAIINNIINNGG BBAALLLL WWIITTHH CCAASSEE FFOORR PPAARRAALLYYTTIICC
PPAATTIIEENNTTSS 

10cm thick and 32 dense sponge, it is cut by different diameters,
rolled up and given a ball shape, lined with a stockinet. Used for
parctising of hand muscles, hand execises.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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YY--2222 WWAATTEERR--PPRROOOOFF BBIIBB FFOORR PPAATTIIEENNTTSS

One size bib is made from water-proof and cleanable special cloth, can fit all sizes
by the velcros. Used on especially pralytic patients to prevent their  clothes from
getting dirty while eating. 

YY--1166 TTRRAAIINNIINNGG RRIINNGG FFOORR  PPAARRAALLYYTTIICC PPAATTIIEENNTTSS

It is produced in 4 different sizes and hardness level in a ring
shape and used for practising of hand muscles, hand exercises.

YY--1188 PPEENNIISS CCLLAAMMPP

It is made by combining two aluminium pieces as foldable.
Inner part of the clamp is lined with plastizote. And It can be
adjusted by velcros.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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YY--2233 TTRRAAIINNIINNGG BBAALLLL FFOORR  WWIITTHH CCAASSEE FFOORR PPAARRAALLYYTTIICC PPAATTIIEENNTTSS

The rolled up  sponge, lined with stockinet and inserted into a  pouch with a
rope around the brim of the pouch. It is designed especially for paralytic patients
in order to prevent them to drop the ball while they are doing hand exercise so
that  the rope is worn  on your neck or wrist. Pouch is washable.

YY--2244  SSAANNDD BBAAGG

The bag with the sand inside with a cover or canvas, has five
different models with the weights of 0.5 kg, 1kg, 1.5 kg, 2 kg,
and 2.5 kg. They are used for exercises with weight, on traction
apparatus as constant weight, at physiotherapy and
rehabilitation center.

YY--2255 WWEEIIGGHHTTSS WWIITTHH VVEELLCCRROO 

Small pockets have the same amount sand inside, can be wrapped around tha arm
or leg easily and immobilized by the velcros, have five different models with the
weights of 0.5 kg, 1 kg, 1.5 kg, 2 kg, and 2.5 kg. Used for paralytic patients and
disable people for having them to do  hand-arm-foot-leg exercises, sports and
exercises of building up muscles, at the physiotherapy and rehabilitation centers.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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YY--2266 RREEDDUUCCIINNGG OOVVEERRAALLLL

It is produced from a special sweaty fabric as trousers and sweatshirt, two pieces.
It fits all sizes by the elastic bands. It can be worn in daily works, exersizes and
sports activities in order to lose weight by perspiration.

YY--2299 CCOORRSSEETT FFOORR  CCEELLLLUULLIITTEE

Sewed from tightly woven lycra in one piece supports the abdomen and hip, can be
worn inside the clothes and it is esthetic since it does not appear under the clothes.
It straightens up the abdomen with the inflexible fabric and removes the cellulite
with the pressure. White 7 different sizes are available.

YY--3300 PPHHOOTTOOTTHHEERREEAAPPYY GGLLAASSSSEESS

It is made from a special fabric by laminating the black dense sponge to a fabric,
which can be attached to the velcro at any point, and cut in glasses shape with the
patterns in 3 different sizes, combined behind the head by velcro. The band
wrapping around the upper part of the head provides stabilization and prevents
from slipping out by the velcro closure. Used for babies in the course of
photothereapy to prevent their eyes. You should not allow  to slip it out
from babies' eyes.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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YY--3322 SSLLEEEEPPIINNGG  BBAANNDD

It is made from a special fabric by laminating the black dense sponge to a
fabric, which can be attached to the velcro at any point. Light-proof sleeping
band prevents you from all disturbing light on a travel or at home while
you are sleeping.

YY--3311 EEXXEECCIISSEE BBAALLLL 33 KKGG

Produced by placing 3kg weight  into the ball which is made
from leather or nubuck. Used for body and leg exercises.

YY--3333 WWEEIIGGTTHHSS WWIITTHH IIRROONN BBAALLLL

Unlike the sand bag, iron balls, that specific weights are big,
are put after being weighed. Thus, the same deal of weights
occupy less space. Instead of fabric cover, a canvas cover is used.
0.5 kg, 1 kg, 1.5 kg, 2 kg, and 2.5 kg five different models are
available. They are used for exercises with weight, on traction
apparatus as constant weight, at physiotherapy and rehabilitation
center.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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YY--3344 SSUURRGGIICCAALL EEYYEE BBAANNDDAAGGEE

It is made from a special fabric by laminating the black dense sponge to a fabric,
which can be attached to the velcro at any point. It is used for discomforts when
one of the eyes should rest.

YY--3355 RRUUBBBBEERR AAIIRR RRIINNGG

It is made in a ring shape  from rubber. It can be inflated by a
pump or exhalation through its sibop. Used on hemorrhoid and
hip pains. It comforts people who sit down for long time periods.

YY--3366 RRUUBBBBEERR HHOOTT PPAACCKK

Made from rubber, it is available different models made from
rubber, it is available in diferent models. It is put hot water inside
and used as a compress.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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YY--3377 SSPPHHYYGGMMOOMMAANNOOMMEETTEERR BBAANNDDAAGGEE

In the classical sphygmomanometer models, it is the fabric cover
wrapping around the arm and where the  inflating inner rubber is
put into, made from black durable special fabric. Closure is
accomlished by velcros.

YY--4400 TTRRAACCHHEEOOSSTTOOMMYY SSAAVVEERR

It is made from lycra fabric, the saver protect and fix the appearence of the
operated part after tracheostomy surgery. It is placed onto the neck easily
with the help of velcro adjustment mechanism.

NN--1155  FFAACCEE MMAASSKK FFAABBRRIICC

It is made of 0.5 mm thick laminated sponge face mask. The part on the chin
is combined after it is shaped acording to the chin curve. The lining cloth is
processed to prevent the skin from  irritation and can be attached to velcros at
every point, so this provides an ease of use and dajustment. The mask which is
immobilized from the back side of the neck and over the head by velcros has
5 different sizes in flesh.

IInnddiiccaattiioonn:: Used after face, chin and ear operations for a protective purpose.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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WW--22 LLYYCCRRAA FFAACCEE MMAASSKK

Made from lycra, the mask is cut as it covers the ears and the back side of the
neck. Additionally, the part on the chin is combined after it is shaped acording to
the chin curve.5 sizes are available in white color.

IInnddiiccaattiioonn:: Used after face, chin and ear operations for a protective purpose

NN--5555 LLEEAADD WWEEIIGGHHTTSS 11..55 KKGG

It is sewed from neopren, has a cover with 6 pockets, which can be closed by
velcros, and velcro band all around it providing a wide adjustment mechanization.
Six 250-gr lead weight lumps are inserted into cover. It is available to be used with
6 different  weights between 250 gr and 1,5kg. Used for paralytic patients and
disable people for  having  them to do  hand-arm-foot-leg exercises, sports and
exercises of building up muscles, in physiotherapy and rehabilitation.

NN--5566 LLEEAADD WWEEIIGGHHTTSS 22..55 KKGG

It is sewed from neopren, has a cover with 5 pockets, which can be closed by
velcros, and velcro band all around it providing a wide adjustment mechanization.
Five 500-gr lead weight lumps are inserted into cover. It is available to be used
with 5 different  weights between 500 gr and 2,5 kg. Used for paralytic patients
and disable people for  having  them to do  hand-arm-foot-leg exercises, sports
and exercises of building up muscles, in physiotherapy and rehabilitation.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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NN--5566RR LLEEAADD WWEEIIGGHHTTSS 55KKGG

It is sewed from neopren, has a cover with 5 pockets, which can be closed by
velcros, and velcro band all around it providing a wide adjustment mechanization.
Ten 500-gr lead weight lumps are inserted into cover. It is available to be used
with 10 different  weights between 500 gr and 5 kg. Used for paralytic patients
and disable people for  having them to do hand-arm-foot-leg exercises, sports
and exercises of building up muscles, in physiotherapy and rehabilitation.

NN--1188 CCOOLLDD//HHOOTT PPAACCKK BBAANNDDAAGGEE FFOORR SSHHOOUULLDDEERR

All of the bandages are made from a special cloth laminated with 5 mm thick sponge.
The cloth can be attached to the velcro at any point on it. The cloth with sponge
which edges are lined with overlock is cut according to the shoulder, sacrum, knee,
wrist and neck anatomy and is combined by the 4 or 5cm-long velcros sewed in the
ends. Pockets are sewed onto the corset termojels are inserted into them. 1 size is
available.

Numbers and sizes of the thermojels Shoulder Bandage: 2 pieces 25 x12 cm thermojel  

IInnddiiccaattiioonn:: Used for rheumatical complaints, physiotherapy, sports accidents,
jynecology and post-operation treatments, appllied hot or cold.

NN--1199 CCOOLLDD//HHOOTT PPAACCKK BBAANNDDAAGGEE FFOORR SSAACCRRUUMM

All of the bandages are made from a special cloth laminated with 5 mm  thick
sponge. The cloth can be attached to the velcro at any point on it. The cloth with
sponge which edges  are lined with overlock is cut according to the shoulder, sacrum,
knee, wrist and neck anatomy and is combined by the 4 or 5 cm-long velcros sewed
in the ends. Pockets are sewed onto the corset and termojels are inserted into them.
1 size is available.

Numbers and sizes of the thermojels Sacrum Bandage: 2 pieces 25 x 12 cm thermojel

IInnddiiccaattiioonn:: Used for rheumatical complaints, physiotherapy, sports accidents,
jynecology and post-operation treatments, appllied hot or cold.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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NN--2200 CCOOLLDD//HHOOTT PPAACCKK BBAANNDDAAGGEE FFOORR KKNNEEEE

All of the bandages are made from a special cloth laminated with 5 mm  thick
sponge. The cloth can be attached to the velcro at any point on it. The cloth with
sponge which edges  are lined with overlock is cut according to the shoulder, sacrum,
knee, wrist and neck anatomy is combined by the 4 or 5 cm-long velcros sewed in
the ends. Pockets are sewed onto the corset and termojels are inserted into them.
1 size is available.

Numbers and sizes of the thermojels Knee Bandage: 1 piece 25 x 12 cm thermojel  

IInnddiiccaattiioonn:: Used for rheumatical complaints, physiotherapy, sports accidents,
jynecology and post-operation treatments, appllied hot or cold.

NN--2211 CCOOLLDD//HHOOTT PPAACCKK BBAANNDDAAGGEE FFOORR WWRRIISSTT

All of the bandages are made from a special cloth laminated with 5 mm thick sponge.
The cloth can be attached to the velcro at any point on it. The cloth with sponge
which edges are lined with overlock is cut according to the shoulder, sacrum, knee,
wrist and neck anatomy and is combined by the 4 or 5 cm-long velcros sewed
in the ends. Pockets are sewed onto the corset and termojels are inserted
into them. 1 size is available. 

Number and Size of Wrist Bandage: 1 piece 9 x 12 cm thermojel Neck 

IInnddiiccaattiioonn:: Used for rheumatical complaints, physiotherapy, sports accidents,
jynecology and post-operation treatments, appllied hot or cold.

NN --2222 CCOOLLDD//HHOOTT PPAACCKK BBAANNDDAAGGEE FFOORR NNEECCKK

All of the bandages are made from a special cloth laminated with 5 mm thick sponge.
The cloth can be attached to the velcro at any point on it. The cloth with sponge
which edges are lined with overlock is cut according to the shoulder, sacrum, knee,
wrist and neck anatomy and is combined by the 4 or 5 cm-long velcros sewed in the
ends. Pockets are sewed onto the corset and termojels are inserted into them.
1 size is available.

Number and Size of Neck Bandage: 1 piece 25 x 12 cm thermojel

IInnddiiccaattiioonn:: Used for rheumatical complaints, physiotherapy, sports accidents, jyneco-
logy and post-operation treatments, appllied hot or cold.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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BB--1133 CCOORRSSEETT WWIITTHH TTHHEERRMMOOJJEELL 

The corset with thermogen is made from 21cm wide elastic fabric. A special 5 mm
thick sponge laminated with a cloth is sewed to both ends of the corset. 5 cm long
velcros sewed to the ends of the cloth with sponge allow closure for a custom fit
and  can be attached at any point on the corset. A pocket is sewed onto the corset,
additionally, one 25 x 12 cm thermojel is inserted into the pocket. 
1 size is available.

IInnddiiccaattiioonn:: Used for rheumatical complaints, physiotherapy, sports accidents,
and post-operation treatments, appllied hot or cold.

BB--1144 KKNNEEEE OORRTTHHOOSSIISS WWIITTHH TTHHEERRMMOOJJEELL 

The orthosis with thermogen  is made from 21cm wide elastic fabric. A special 5
mm thick sponge laminated with a cloth is sewed to both ends of the orthosis.
5 cm long velcros sewed to the ends of the cloth with sponge allow closure for a
custom fit  and  can be attached  at any point. A pocket is sewed onto the orthosis,
additionally, one 25 x12 cm thermojel is inserted into it. 1 size is available.

IInnddiiccaattiioonn:: Used for rheumatical complaints, physiotherapy, sports accidents,
and post-operation treatments, appllied hot or cold.

BB--1155  NNEECCKK SSUUPPPPOORRTT WWIITTHH TTHHEERRMMOOJJEELL 

The neck support with thermogen  is made from 21cm wide elastic fabric.
A special 5 mm thick sponge laminated with a cloth is sewed to both ends of the
support. A pocket is sewed onto the neck support, additionally,  one 9 x12 cm
thermojel is inserted into it.1 size is available.

IInnddiiccaattiioonn:: Used for rheumatical complaints, physiotherapy, sports accidents,
and post-operation treatments, appllied hot or cold.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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BB--1166 TTHHEERRMMOOJJEELL 2255 xx 1122 CCMM
BB--1177 TTHHEERRMMOOJJEELL   99 xx 1122 CCMM
The thermogen which is designed as two sizes is used with the plastic bag where it is put into.

Do not open and bore the plastic bag.

FFoorr tthhee ccoolldd ccoommpprreessss:: After keeping in the deep-freeze for
two hours, it is inserted into the pocket and applied onto the
convenient part of the body. 

FFoorr tthhee hhoott ccoommpprreessss:: After heating in the 60 C degree (max 80
C) water for ten minutes or in the microwave oven with 300 W
for 5 minutes, It is inserted into the pocket and applied onto the
convenient part of the body. 

KKEEMM--0011 CCHHEEMMOOTTHHEERRAAPPYY WWIIGG

Made from a synthetic material, the wig used after chemotherapy. Various models
of the wig are available.

DDYY--0011 DDIIAABBEETTEESS SSHHOOEESS

The shoes which have a soft footbed like it's insole part are
made from special soft leather.

The shoes are used to prevent the wounds on the foot that are
seen especially on the diabetic patients and to provide the
needs of comfortable shoes.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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